Zero-Ohm Systems
Appoints Sound Classy as
the Exclusive Distributor
in Hong Kong and Macau
Montreal, Canada, March 2nd, 2020

We are proud to announce the signing of an exclusive distribution agreement in Hong
Kong and Macau. Sound Classy is a dynamic organization carrying many top brands
like K-array, Linea Research, Xilica and Soundtube. Our new partner has the vision and
passion to spread the message about the unique merits of our patented technology
solutions. ZOHMS: We Are Transforming the Laws of Sound.

With a proven record of accomplishment, Sound Classy will ask a fundamental question
to integrators, consultants and installers in the region. Why would you continue to
sacrifice sound quality on major installs? Leave the commonly accepted sacrifices of the
past behind you. Zero-Ohm Systems provides the simplicity of 70V/100V installations
while simultaneously delivering all the benefits of Low-Z. Our plug-n-play design
essentially eliminates the need for transformers offering the core customer benefit of
full-range sound. In addition, the benefits afforded by install simplicity and effortless
scalability are complimented by impressive cost and labour-saving opportunities on a
large variety of jobs.
About ZOHMS Inc.

Zero-Ohm Systems is a global manufacturer of a unique award-winning patented technology. Best of Show Distinction
at ISE 2020; Best New Product Technology (Innovations Showcase) InfoComm 2017.
Our passive devices interconnect between any amplifier and loudspeakers without worrying about speaker loads,
impedance and long cables runs. Forget the limits of traditional systems. You can now connect 20-40 speakers or more
in parallel to one amplifier without the use of transformers. Until now, the ability to connect multiple speakers in parallel
was confronted by the issue of operating the amplifier at a safe impedance. Although there are amplifiers that operate
at 4 ohms and 2 ohms safely, any effort to drive them below the rated resistance load led to device failure. With this
revolutionary invention, the rules have changed! Zohms products are ideal for major installations like hotels, shopping
malls, theme parks, stadiums, bars, cinemas, reception halls, cruise ships, restaurants, airports, and more. If you would
like more information or if you are interested in representing Zero-Ohm in your territory, visit www.zohms.com and/or
send an email to info@zohms.com.

